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ABSTRACT
Population genetics of a reintroduced fisher (Pekania pennanti) in West Virginia
Caroline Harms
ABSTRACT Fishers (Pekania pennanti) were reintroduced in West Virginia in 1969 with no
population wide genetic analysis ever having been conducted. Genetic analysis of reintroduced
populations is vital to assess genetic diversity as an indicative of population viability. My
objective was to collect fisher samples throughout West Virginia, nearby states where fisher may
be migrating (PA and NY), and the New Hampshire source population to provide a full genetic
interpretation of the reintroduced West Virginia population. Genetic analysis was used to
measure genetic diversity, admixture or delineation of subpopulations, and effective population
size. Sample location and genetic data were combined to assemble population-based maps for the
population, revealing possible migration routes between individuals and subpopulations. Due to
the small number of individuals that were released during reintroduction into West Virginia
(n=23), we predicted effects of low genetic diversity. Genetic analysis revealed distinct genetic
populations (K=3) across WV, PA, NY and NH. There were also distinct populations (K=3)
within the state of West Virginia. These three populations support contemporary evidence of
historic reintroductions in West Virginia and Pennsylvania and the possibility of a relict
population remaining in West Virginia. The effective population size for West Virginia (Ne = 94)
was comparable to neighboring Pennsylvania (Ne = 108), even though West Virginia has shown
evidence of a recent bottleneck. Allelic richness was not different across all four states.
Relatively low heterozygosity was found in the West Virginia population (He=0.560) compared
to the source population (He=0.623), thus an effort to add genetic diversity through additional
translocations from different sources may be necessary.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
Reintroductions
Reintroductions are widely implemented for wildlife management efforts. A
reintroduction is the intentional movement and release of a species of interest within the
historical range to an area from which the species was extirpated. The use of reintroductions as a
management tool has been steadily increasing, which reflects the confidence in this technique
among wildlife conservation efforts (Stewart et al. 2017). Although management-based
reintroductions have been occurring for over a century, effective planning and success
assessment techniques have recently been developed and utilized (Seddon et al. 2007). A postrelease reintroduction program to gauge success or failure should include monitoring of
demographic performance, behavior, ecology, mortality, and genetics (IUCN 1995). Researchers
and managers typically deem a reintroduction an overall success once the population is selfsustaining or reestablished (Stewart et al. 2017; Lewis et al. 2012).
Historically, reintroductions occurred as “one-off” management with little to no
monitoring or research objectives (Ewen and Armstrong. 2007). These unmonitored
reintroductions often had poor success rates according to a survey of bird and mammal
reintroductions from 1973 to 1986 (Griffith et al. 1989). This survey found only 27% of the
reporting agencies for these reintroductions had any protocols in place to assist in monitoring
success or failure of the reintroduction. While evaluating 80 threatened, endangered, or sensitive
species translocations during this time, only 44% were considered successful. In this study,
translocations were considered successful if it resulted in a self-sustaining population. The
likelihood of success increased when large numbers of individuals were released, and habitat was
high quality (Griffith et al. 1989).
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Continued monitoring and periodic reassessment are vital to ensure that management
decisions will not be made on outdated or incomplete assumptions of population structure, which
may lead to ineffective management strategies (Greenhorn et al. 2018). A robust scientific
framework should be adopted to avoid the incorrect guesswork that doomed many
reintroductions (Ewen and Armstrong. 2007). An example of such comes from an experimental
study of the translocation of noisy miners (Manorina malencephala) in which researchers
assumed introduced individuals would assimilate with resident populations based on where they
were released. Instead, the released individuals traveled much farther than their assumed home
range, which violated the assumption that one release group did not influence how another group
behaved (Clarke and Schevdin. 1996). In recent years, genetic monitoring has become one of the
most useful tools for monitoring elusive, small and/or endangered populations. Using population
genetics, researchers can investigate demographic and genetic parameters and effectively
quantify their changes for a given population (De Barba et al. 2010). These genetic assessments
can be key in determining the success or progress of a reintroduction project. When populations
are small, they become susceptible to extinction via demographic stochasticity, inbreeding and
environmental fluctuations (Komers and Curman 2000). We know that populations tend to lose
diversity if a small number of individuals are used as founders for reintroductions.
Numerous techniques can be used for genetic assessments of reintroduced species.
Ideally, DNA samples from the original source population should be compared to samples from
a successfully established reintroduced population to determine if changes in genetic structure
have occurred (Williams et al. 2000; Hapeman et al. 2017). When source population DNA is not
available, focus turns solely to the reintroduced population for genetic assessment. Reintroduced
populations tend to start at relatively low densities and are therefore at risk of genetic diversity
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loss through genetic bottlenecks and drift. Once establishment occurs following a reintroduction,
rapid changes to population genetics may result (Greenhorn et al. 2018). However, following
reintroduction, gene flow often increases due to higher connectivity with adjacent populations,
leading to increased genetic diversity and genetic homogenization (Excoffier et al. 2009). To
assist in determining fisher genetic health and future viability of the population, I will be
evaluating the present genetic status of the fisher (Pekania pennanti) population since their
reintroduction to West Virginia in 1969.

Fisher (Pekania pennanti)
The fisher is a mid-sized mustelid carnivore native to North America, historically
established in the northern United States and extending well into Canada. Fisher populations
were first documented during European settlement and range was determined to also extend
south along the Appalachian and Pacific coast mountains. Specifically, the northern limit was
considered 60⁰N as well as the latitude west of Hudson Bay and the latitude east of the southern
tip of James Bay (Powell and Zielinski 1994). Habitat types occupied by fisher vary across
eastern, midwestern and western populations. They occupy second growth forests with dense
canopy cover that can include dense lowland, spruce-fir, northern-conifer, mixed-conifer and
northern-hardwood forests (Powell and Zielinski 1994).
Fisher populations saw a decline in the early 1900’s following unregulated and excessive
harvest, compounded by habitat loss and fragmentation (Greenhorn et al. 2018; Linden et al.
2017; Williams et al. 2000). Trapping restrictions, harvest management and forest rehabilitation
occurring in the 1950’s began to reverse declines in fisher populations (Greenhorn et al. 2018).
At this time, natural recolonization of fisher occurred, expanding some Canadian fisher
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populations (Carr et al. 2007). In addition, known remnant populations of fisher existed in the
Adirondack Mountains of New York, the White Mountains of New Hampshire, the Moose
Plateau of Maine, the Big Bog area of Minnesota, as well as New Brunswick (Canada),
Algonquin Provincial Park (Canada), and Chapleau Game Preserve (Canada) (Carr et al. 2007;
Hapeman et al. 2017; Greenhorn et al. 2018). After natural recolonization and reintroductions,
fisher have been able to recover in parts of their historic range, such as eastern North America
and Montana; however, many populations remain absent or fragmented in the Pacific northwest
and south of the Great Lakes (Lewis et al. 2012, Williams et al. 2006).
History of P. pennanti in West Virginia
In West Virginia, fishers were considered rare by the turn of the 19th–20th century.
Though reports of trapped fishers and pelt trade were reported from the 1870’s, West Virginia
considered fisher rare or extirpated by 1912 (Lesser and Cromer 2015). The first and only
reported effort to translocate and reintroduce fishers to West Virginia occurred during the winter
of 1969. During this translocation, 23 fishers were moved from a source population in New
Hampshire and released in two sites where fisher had been known to be abundant in West
Virginia: Canaan Mountain in Tucker County, WV and Cranberry Glades in Pocahontas County,
WV (Lesser and Cromer 2015). Tucker County received 15 individuals and Pocahontas county
received 8 individuals. Reports from managers indicated that expansion of fisher from the
Tucker Co. release occurred well into the Monongalia National Forest whereas expansion was
not seen from the Pocahontas release site (Cromer 2002). Today’s fisher population in West
Virginia is considered directly sourced from the New Hampshire population, with assumed
natural recolonization occurring via bidirectional migration from neighboring states (MD, PA,
VA), specifically migration between a reintroduced/translocated Pennsylvania population that
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received their individuals from both New Hampshire and New York in 1994-1998 (Lewis et al
2012).
According to the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources (WVDNR), the fisher
population has slowly and steadily increased since the 1969 reintroduction. Unlike most
reintroductions that protect the new individuals from legal harvest to give them time to establish
or assimilate, West Virginia trappers could harvest one fisher per year the first year after release.
This was considered sustainable due to the higher difficulty of trapping fisher compared to other
furbearers in the state. The WVDNR predicts there is a population of 1,000-2,000 individuals in
the forested parts of the state (personal communication, Rich Rogers, WVDNR). While reports
of fisher sightings have occurred throughout the state since the release, harvest reports indicate
densities highest along the northern Allegheny Mountain and eastern panhandle ridge and valley
counties and along the Pennsylvania and Maryland borders (Figure 1). Reports of fisher
abundance were in red spruce forests of higher elevation areas of the eastern mountainous
counties of West Virginia (Cromer 2002).
The reintroduced population in West Virginia has previously and briefly been evaluated
to determine reintroduction success (Stewart et al 2017; Williams et al. 2000, Williams et al.
1999). Williams et al. (2000) examined four successful fisher reintroductions, including the one
in West Virginia. This study collected 18 fisher samples from the state and analyzed 20 allozyme
loci, with results of 1.2 alleles/locus, 0.038 heterozygosity/locus and 0 unique alleles. The range
for all 8 states in the study is 1.2 to 1.8 alleles/locus and 0.027-0.090 heterozygosity/locus.
Differences in allele frequencies were observed between New Hampshire (source population)
and West Virginia (Χ2=18.02, df=6, P<0.006).
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Williams et al. (2000) also conducted pairwise comparisons between New Hampshire and
West Virginia with a mean f (correlation of genes within individuals within populations) = 0.378,
mean F (correlation of genes within individuals; inbreeding) = 0.425 and mean θ (correlation of
genes of different individuals in the same population; coancestry) = 0.076, with both mean f and
mean F having a P<0.05 (Weir and Cockerham.1984). Interestingly, they found alleles that were
high in frequency in West Virginia were rare or absent in the New Hampshire population.
An earlier genetic study of this same population occurred during the West Virginia
trapping season of 1996–1997 and was also based on outdated allozyme evaluation techniques
(Williams et al. 1999). They measured genetic polymorphisms in the species and included New
Hampshire and West Virginia samples measured across 30 loci, with no direct comparisons
made between these two populations. While the Stewart et al. (2017) study revisited fisher
reintroductions across North America, the only reference to West Virginia’s reintroduced
population came from their interpretation of the Williams et al. (1999) study. Williams et al.
(1999) states that the New Hampshire source population had an “ambiguous” (a term used in this
study that cannot confirm the strength of relatedness) contribution of reintroduced individuals to
the contemporary West Virginia genetic population.
History of P. pennanti in Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania has a similar history of extirpation of fisher in the state. The date when
fisher were considered extirpated has not been clearly established, but it occurred in the early
20th century. Pennsylvania’s modern fisher population was established after 30 fisher were
translocated from the Adirondacks in New York in 1979 into northern counties as well as natural
colonization from the 1969 reintroduction in West Virginia into southern counties (PGA 2016).
Additionally, Pennsylvania experienced a regeneration of 6.5 million ha of forest habitat,
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providing good habitat for the fisher. The state conducted another reintroduction during 19941998 by translocating 190 fisher from New York and New Hampshire source populations
(Larkin et al. 2010). Today’s Pennsylvania populations are considered established in central,
northern and southwestern areas of the state with a record 503 fisher harvested during the 20152016 trapping season (PGA 2016, Williams et al. 2000).
Genetic studies have been conducted on the Pennsylvania fisher population, revealing the
West Virginia fisher expanding to southcentral and southwestern Pennsylvania (Larkin et al.
2011, Ellington 2010). This was a result of 359 Pennsylvania fisher samples tested from 20062014, which laid out geographically the presence of two populations: “north” (New York
sourced genetics) and “south” (West Virginia sourced genetics) across the state of Pennsylvania.
Both New York and West Virginia fisher samples were included in this study to determine the
genetics of both subpopulations. There was evidence of admixture of these subpopulations where
they overlap in central Pennsylvania. Historic genetic data of the state’s population collected
during 2011-2015 found admixture between Pennsylvania and West Virginia populations in the
south and admixture between Pennsylvania and New York in the northeast of the state.
History of P. pennanti in New Hampshire
New Hampshire’s estimated fisher population size has oscillated over time but has
provided numerous individuals for reintroductions or augmentations in other states since the
mid-twentieth century (Lewis et al. 2012). Like other states, New Hampshire’s fisher population
was near extinction due to habitat loss and unregulated trapping. In recent years, trapper harvest
reports indicate the population may be increasing. Recently, the state’s wildlife biologists
reported that densities fluctuate cyclically every 15 years but no density estimate currently exists.
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State biologists consider several factors such as natural population dynamics, environmental
changes or competition influencing changes in the population (Keating 2017).
History of P. pennanti in New York
Similar to New Hampshire, New York’s fisher numbers have fluctuated throughout the
centuries. Range was restricted to only the Adirondack Mountains by the mid-1930’s. Similar to
other areas, fisher declines in New York were a result of unregulated trapping and large-scale
declines in suitable habitat due to fires, agricultural practices and timber harvesting (NYSDEC
2015). New York protected their remaining fisher with limited harvest since 1937 (Saunders
1988). Fisher from the Adirondacks were translocated to the Catskills of New York in the 1970s
(Stuhmiller 2010). While reports from the early 2000’s indicate an overall increasing fisher
population, there is evidence of a possible decline from the Adirondacks region while
concurrently an expansion of fisher range into the Southern Zone (SZ) portion of New York. As
of 2015, the Adirondack Wildlife Management Unit (WMU) fisher population ranges from
3,800-5000 fisher (NYSDEC 2015).
Genetic Structure of Reintroduced P. pennanti populations
Fisher are one of the most frequently and successfully reintroduced carnivore species in
North America (Lewis et al. 2012, Drew et al. 2003). Since the first successful fisher
reintroduction in Nova Scotia in 1947, there have been over 17 fisher reintroductions or
translocations in North America, with more than 1000 individuals released (Williams et al.
2000). Fisher translocations across North America have occurred to augment or reintroduce
fisher populations within their historical native range (Drew et al 2003; Greenhorn et al. 2018).
There are several reasons for these reintroductions, but all are correlated with extirpated or
severely reduced fisher populations. Lewis et al. (2012) found motivation for North American
8

fisher reintroductions fell into several categories: reestablish native fauna (63%), control
porcupine (37%), establish a furbearer population (16%), initiate research (5%) or a combination
of these (26%).
Although West Virginia genetic data are significantly lacking, there are numerous studies
on fisher and related mustelid genetics across North America. Studies have primarily focused on
genetics of fisher populations in the Great Lakes regions of Canada (Hapeman et al. 2017;
Stewart et al. 2017; Greenhorn et al. 2018; Bertrand et al. 2017; Garroway et al. 2008). Other
studies have focused on the genetics of western populations of fisher (Tucker et al. 2012; Tucker
et al. 2017) as well as midwestern populations (Williams et al. 2000). Using genetic analysis,
Stewart et al. (2017) found that in some areas of Canada, individuals reintroduced in Ontario and
Manitoba did not expand into the nearby native fisher population (Cooking Lake Moraine
population). Rather it appeared that the Cooking Lake Moraine population expanded due to
natural recolonization, without significant gene flow from the reintroduced population. This
study points out the importance of genetic analysis in revealing cryptic recolonization, which
otherwise may have been interpreted as reintroduction success. One study found that
reintroduced fisher populations in the Great Lakes region have led to genetically distinct
populations with rapid recovery following bottlenecks in these fisher populations, and that
individuals are capable of long-distance dispersal as evidenced through landscape genetic
analysis (Hapeman et al. 2017). In the western United States, a reintroduced Sierra Nevada
population was found to have a moderate amount of genetic diversity and genetic isolation by
distance was observed in this population (Tucker et al. 2013). Additionally, fisher movement
data was compared with genetic diversity to develop sex-specific graphs to determine gene flow
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and migration distance, with results indicating that snow depth had a negative effect on female
fisher dispersal (Bertrand et al. 2017).
Genetic Monitoring of Reintroduced Populations
Most modern reintroductions of wildlife include genetic monitoring. This is important in
choosing which individuals will be translocated and considered the founders of the new
population. Often the goal is to select individuals that will not jeopardize the genetic or
conservation goals of the reintroduction (Russel et al. 1994). When effectively small numbers of
individuals are selected as the founders, genetic diversity can be lost (Sasmal et al. 2012). The
more individuals translocated, the higher the chance of rare alleles contributing to the founder
population, which in turn promotes genetic diversity. When possible, a widespread study should
be conducted on all possible source populations for a reintroduction. These studies should
examine genetic diversity within and among the candidate source populations, such as conducted
with northern leopard frogs in western Canada (Wilson et al. 2008). Techniques used included
linear regressions between genetic diversity and longitude of the frog by evaluating allelic
richness, expected heterozygosity and haplotype numbers to determine geographic areas as
potential source populations. The common goal across reintroductions is to maintain long-term
genetic diversity, through a single translocation at one time or several translocations over time
(Muller et al. 2018). Once reintroduced populations are established, managers need to conduct
genetic monitoring to track gene flow and admixture in restored populations. Since reintroduced
populations are at higher risk to being bottlenecked, they are of substantial conservation concern
as these founding populations are subject to stochastic genetic changes which can reduce their
viability (Ewing et al. 2007).
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The best way to control genetic diversity in a reintroduction is with captive breeding and
deliberate selection of released individuals based on individual genetic structure. This method
allows all parentage to be known, so that managers can “build” genetic variation in their
population such that it may persist independently as a wild population. The case of the blackfooted ferret is one of the best-known North American captive breeding programs to restore a
nearly extinct species to part of their historic range. This program’s genetic goal was to retain
90% of the original heterozygosity for 50 years through on-going captive breeding and releases
(Russel et al. 1994). Overall, most reintroductions utilize genetic monitoring to analyze these
three components: 1) differences of genetic diversity in captive, reintroduced and supplemented
populations for management decisions, 2) levels of admixture following the release of
individuals of different breeding lines, and 3) temporal changes in population size and genetic
diversity (LaHaye et al. 2017).
Thesis Objectives
To genetically assess the West Virginia fisher population, this thesis will include three
additional chapters: Contemporary Population Structure: Reintroduction, Recolonization, or
Resurgence (Chapter 2), Maximizing Genetic Diversity of Reintroduction Events (Chapter 3)
and Management Implications (Chapter 4). Chapter 2 will evaluate the population genetic
structure of fisher in West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, and New York. Chapter 3
will assess the genetic diversity captured in contemporary fisher samples taken from West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York and the source population, New Hampshire. This chapter will
highlight any significant differences between West Virginia and New Hampshire, focusing on an
importance of comparing the source and reintroduced populations. All four states will be
compared to support contemporary genetics of historic reintroductions to West Virginia and
11

Pennsylvania. Chapter 4 will discuss what these results mean for local managers of this fisher
population and the future of management.
Contemporary populations of fisher in West Virginia could have any combination of
three potential sources, the first being that the contemporary population was fully founded by the
23 individuals translocated from New Hampshire. The second is that recolonization occurred
from bordering Pennsylvania and Maryland populations; however, these states attribute their
contemporary populations to the West Virginia release of 23 individuals (personal
communication, Rich Rogers, WVDNR). Lastly, there is a possibility of unknown remnant
individuals in West Virginia, which experienced a resurgence immediately following the release
of 23 individuals. I hypothesize there will be contemporary population structure that reflects
historic reintroductions, specifically evidence of New Hampshire structure found in West
Virginia. Additionally, I hypothesize that historic reintroductions may be visible through
structure across all four states in this study. I predict the majority of gene flow within West
Virginia will occur with the Pennsylvania border, and will extend into the southwestern and
south-central areas of Pennsylvania. I predict that any structuring of New Hampshire and West
Virginia samples will be a result of the historic translocation of fisher between these areas. I also
predict that genetic diversity will be lower in West Virginia compared to the source population
(New Hampshire) due to the relatively small number of founders during reintroduction.
In this study, I will measure population genetic structure and genetic diversity of fishers
trapped within West Virginia and nearby states to provide a more thorough interpretation of the
population ecology of the species. Results will help guide fisher management and future
conservation efforts. In order to achieve this goal, my objectives are to:
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Objective 1: Assess the contemporary population structure of the West Virginia fisher
population
1. Determine if population structure is present in fisher in West Virginia
2. Identify whether gene flow is occurring between West Virginia and
neighboring states
Objective 2: Evaluate reintroduction success of the fisher population in West Virginia
1. Compare genetic diversity in West Virginia to the source population and
neighboring states
2. Compare the effective population size of the West Virginia population to
the source population and neighboring state
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Chapter 2: Contemporary Population Structure: Reintroduction, Recolonization, or
Resurgence?
Introduction
Cryptic recolonization, resurgence, and founder’s effect are all cause for significant
genetic analysis before, during, and after reintroduction events. While a single genetic
assessment can be a snapshot of population genetics, there is less insight of dynamic processes to
population structure after reintroduction, such as gene flow, changes in differentiation among
populations, and allele frequency changes within populations (Schwartz et al. 2007).
Unfortunately, the West Virginia fisher population received very little to no attention of genetic
analysis before or during the reintroduction event (Williams et al. 1999, Williams et al. 2000).
This study is the first comprehensive population structure analysis of the West Virginia fisher
population after significant establishment following reintroduction.
Stewart et al. (2017) stated that after an intended reintroduction event, there were three
likely hypotheses about the status of their reintroduced fisher population: 1) a successful
reintroduction occurred with one or more source populations present in contemporary samples,
2) inadvertent reinforcement, in which a previously undetected population was occupying the
area prior to reintroduction, indicated by unique alleles, or 3) natural recolonization, where the
contemporary fisher individuals are most related to adjacent fisher populations, without evidence
of their source populations. To evaluate the status of wild populations as non-invasively as
possible, population structure can be assessed using genetic data. With the analysis of genetic
structure, information on substructure, gene flow among subpopulations, and isolation from
neighboring populations can be quantified (Dalen et al. 2006). Since the inclusion of genetic data
in wildlife management, agencies are expected to justify regulations based on contemporary
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population structure (Reding et al. 2013). Understanding which individuals represent separate
and unique populations, as well as geographic barriers between populations, gives wildlife
managers a better idea of how to effectively manage these populations. This may be especially
important with cryptic, solitary species such as fisher (Pekania pennanti).
While countless studies aim to determine the success of reintroduction event(s), there is
no standard for comparison or discrimination of a successful reintroduction based on translocated
founders from underlying recolonization from adjacent populations or resurgence of relict
populations (Robert et al. 2015; Stewart et al. 2017). This can arise when biologists overestimate
reintroduction success while concurrently underestimating the recolonization success of a
species, especially one thought to be extant before the reintroduction event(s). One study
revealed the resurgence of a remnant population of fisher after reintroduction events in an area
where all evidence indicated the fisher was locally extirpated for at least 50 years (Stewart et al.
2017). In West Virginia, fisher were considered extirpated by the 1920’s until reintroduction in
1969 (Lesser and Cromer 2015).
Traditionally, a reintroduction-based population is expected to reveal one or all source
populations present within contemporary genetic sampling (Williams et al 2000, Stewart et al.
2017). As more genetic assessments following reintroductions are conducted in the wildlife
conservation community, there is evidence to support that recolonization can bolster
reintroduction success (Stewart et al. 2017). While many ecological, social and demographic
factors can influence these populations, recolonization is a mechanism that can result in rapid
changes in population genetic structure (Greenhorn et al. 2018). Several reintroduction studies
have seen this cryptic recolonization, such as with Alpine marmot (Marmota marmota).
Kruckenhauser and Pinsker (2004) reviewed three contemporary reintroduced marmot
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populations and discovered they were more closely related to neighboring populations than
putative founders from France. Another study found much higher dispersal in elk (Cervus
elephus) than previously thought due to very high genetic diversity within and very low genetic
divergence between reintroduced populations (Hicks et al. 2007).
Secondarily, the divergence from expected source population diversity and structure in
contemporary reintroduced populations can be a result of founder’s effect. The founder’s effect,
following a founder event, has empirically been studied following introductions of species to
new or historic ranges. Studies have indicated that founder events typically reduce allelic
diversity, and in rare events, heterozygosity (Baker & Moeed 1987; Tarr et al. 1998; Friar et al.
2000; Clegg et al. 2002; Hufbauer et al. 2004; Pruett & Winker 2005). Founder’s effect is
studied with introductions, since the translocation of animals typically is a small sample of
individuals that are meant to start the colonization process in an area. The fisher reintroduction of
West Virginia included 23 individuals as founders. This follows the theory that due to founder
events, genetic structure and lowered diversity is expected on the expansion front at the early
stages of recolonization (Excoffier et al. 2009). Then, as expansion continues, there is a
restoration of connectivity typically leading to genetic homogenization and increased diversity
(Excoffier et al. 2009). Similar to recolonization, founder events may be associated with rapid
changes in population structure (Hawley et al 2005).
Population resurgence is difficult to pinpoint and is often attributed simply as natural
recolonization from adjacent populations (Stewart et al. 2017). Resurgence implies there are
cryptic individuals persisting unknown to managers and often follows an event of extreme
contraction and subsequent rapid expansion, like we see in fisher populations across North
America (Doerner et al. 2005, Lewis et al. 2012). The evidence for this can be seen in private
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alleles relative to adjacent populations. A resurgence of a population has genetic consequences
similar to that of a bottleneck or founder’s effect (Doerner et al. 2005, Hawley et al. 2005, Knapp
and Connors 1999). Characteristics of a recent bottleneck and founder’s effect include
significant reductions in the ratio of number of alleles to range of allele size within populations,
resulting in low genetic diversity (Knapp and Connors 1999, Hawley et al. 2005). Thus, evidence
of private alleles relative to adjacent populations in a population showing evidence of a
bottleneck or founder’s effect might suggest the resurgence of cryptic individuals. This is typical
of re-establishing fisher populations, though commonly attributed as natural recolonization of
adjacent populations (Stewart et al. 2017, Lewis et al. 2012, Hapeman et al. 2011). These studies
considered fisher extirpated when no more reports of fisher sightings or harvest occurred
following the 1900’s, when most populations experienced significant constrictions of their total
range (Lewis et al. 2012).
Fisher in North America
After natural recolonization and reintroductions, fisher have been able to recover in parts of their
historic range, such as eastern North America and Montana; however, many populations remain
absent or fragmented in the Pacific northwest and south of the Great Lakes (Williams et al.
2006). Although West Virginia population genetic structure data are significantly lacking, there
are numerous studies on fisher and related mustelid genetics across North America. Studies have
primarily focused on genetics of fisher populations in the Great Lakes regions of Canada
(Hapeman et al. 2017; Stewart et al. 2017; Greenhorn et al. 2018; Bertrand et al. 2017; Garroway
et al. 2008). Other studies have focused on the genetics of western populations of fisher (Tucker
et al. 2012; Tucker et al. 2017) as well as midwestern populations (Williams et al. 2000). Using
genetic analysis, Stewart et al. (2017) found that in some areas of Canada, individuals
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reintroduced in Ontario and Manitoba did not expand into the native nearby fisher population
(Cooking Lake Moraine population). Rather it appeared that the Cooking Lake Moraine
population expanded due to natural recolonization, without significant gene flow from the
reintroduced population. This study points out the importance of genetic analysis in revealing
natural recolonization, which otherwise may have been interpreted as reintroduction success.
Hapeman et al. (2017) found that reintroduced fisher populations in the Great Lakes region have
led to genetically distinct populations with rapid recovery following bottlenecks in these fisher
populations, and that individuals are capable of long-distance dispersal as evidenced through
landscape genetic analysis. In the western United States, Tucker et al. (2013) found the
reintroduced Sierra Nevada population to have a moderate amount of genetic diversity and found
genetic isolation by distance in this population. Wisely et al. (2004) found two distinct
populations of fisher in southwestern Oregon. West coast fisher exist as two remnant populations
(Northern California and southern Sierra Nevada) and three reintroduced populations (western
Washington, southern Oregon and northeastern California) (Sweitzer et al. 2015). These five
populations have been managed as the West Coast Distinct Population Segment (DPS) by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service since October 2015.
Fisher in West Virginia
The West Virginia Division of Natural Resources (WVDNR) reports that the fisher population
has slowly grown since the translocation of 23 individuals from New Hampshire to West
Virginia in 1969. Today, the WVDNR predicts there are 1000-2000 individuals in the forested
areas of West Virginia (personal communication, Rich Rogers, WVDNR). While reports of
fisher sightings have occurred throughout the state since the release, harvest reports indicate
densities are highest along the northern Allegheny Mountain and eastern panhandle ridge and
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valley counties, and along the Pennsylvania and Maryland borders (Figure 1). Today’s fisher
population in West Virginia is thought to be directly sourced from the New Hampshire
population, with possible natural recolonization occurring via bidirectional migration from
neighboring states (MD, PA, VA), specifically migration between a reintroduced/translocated
Pennsylvania population that received their individuals from both New Hampshire and New
York in 1979 and 1994-1998 (Lewis et al 2012).
This West Virginia population has previously been evaluated to determine reintroduction
success (Stewart et al 2017; Williams et al. 2000, Williams et al. 1999). Williams et al. (1999)
state that the New Hampshire source population had an “ambiguous” (a term used in their study
that the strength of relatedness could not be confirmed) contribution of reintroduced individuals
to the contemporary West Virginia genetic population. Stewart et al.’s (2017) review of the New
Hampshire and West Virginia reintroduction also concluded the reintroduced population was
“ambiguous” but of 20 fisher reintroductions across North America, 47% had been given a new
reintroduction status after genetic testing for reintroduction success. This typically meant a
population that appeared reestablished did not have significant contemporary representation of
the source population. The limited genetic data available on the West Virginia fisher population
highlights the need for continuous genetic assessment post-reintroduction of fisher in any
location.
History of Fisher in Surrounding States
Pennsylvania’s modern fisher population was established after 30 fisher were translocated from
the Adirondack Mountains in New York in 1979 as well as natural colonization from the 1969
reintroduction in West Virginia (Larkin et al. 2010). Additionally, Pennsylvania regenerated 6.5
million ha of forest, providing good habitat for the fisher. The state conducted a reintroduction of
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their own during 1994-1998, translocating 190 fisher from New York and New Hampshire
source populations (Larkin et al. 2011). Today’s Pennsylvania populations are considered
established in central, northern and southwestern areas of the state with a record 503 fisher
harvested during the 2015-2016 trapping season (PGA 2016, Williams et al. 2000). Genetic
studies have been conducted on the Pennsylvania fisher population, revealing fisher from West
Virginia expanding to southcentral and southwestern Pennsylvania (Larkin et al. 2011, Ellington
2010). This was a result of 359 Pennsylvania fisher samples tested from 2006-2014, which laid
out geographically the presence of two populations (“north” (New York sourced genetics) and
“south” (West Virginia sourced genetics)) across the state of Pennsylvania. Both New York and
West Virginia fisher samples were included in that study to determine the “north” and “south”
genetics. There is evidence of admixture of these “north” and “south” populations where they
meet in central Pennsylvania. Historic genetic data of the state’s population collected during
2011-2015 found admixture between Pennsylvania and West Virginia populations near the south
and admixture between Pennsylvania and New York in the north east of the state. However,
these results for West Virginia were based on a small sample size (n = 9).
While New Hampshire’s fisher population has fluctuated since the 19th century, this
population has provided numerous individuals for reintroductions or augmentations in other
states since the mid-twentieth century. Similar to the rest of North America, New Hampshire’s
fisher population was near extinction due to unregulated trapping and habitat loss. In recent
years, trapper harvest reports indicate the population may be increasing. While many studies
relate to New Hampshire as a source population and compare relative diversity of NH fisher to
their reintroduced counterparts (Williams et al. 2000, Lewis et al. 2012), population structure
within the state has not been widely researched. Similar to New Hampshire, New York’s
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population has fluctuated throughout the centuries. Their population was restricted to only the
Adirondacks by the mid 1930’s. New York protected their remaining fisher with limited harvest
since 1937 (Saunders 1988). Fisher from the Adirondacks were translocated to the Catskills of
New York in the 1970’s (Stuhmiller 2010). There are approximately 3000-4000 fisher inhabiting
Adirondack Park in New York. Again, there are not clear data about population structure within
the state.
Objectives
The objectives of this chapter are to assess population genetic structure of the West Virginia
fisher population and compare it to PA, NY and NH populations. I intend to provide evidence of
what the contemporary population structure is for this reintroduced fisher population since the
release of 23 individuals to the state in 1969, following assumed long-term (>50 years)
extirpation from the state.
Methods
Data Collection
Sample collection relied primarily on West Virginia trapper harvests of fisher. News releases and
contacting successful trappers during the 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 West Virginia trapping
seasons provided trapping and hunting harvest samples. Participating trappers provided samples
by 1) returning a sample kit or 2) contacting a local WVDNR biologist for in-person sample
delivery. The sample kits included a questionnaire about how and where the fisher was caught,
2-ml test tubes with 95% ethanol for muscle or organ samples, and coin envelopes for tanned
skin or fur samples (n = 87). I also reached out to several states with fisher populations that
likely had gene flow with the West Virginia population or the source population used for
translocation. We included samples from Pennsylvania (n = 340), New York (n = 22) and the
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source for West Virginia’s fisher population: New Hampshire (n = 13). All muscle and organ
(typically tongue, skeletal muscle and liver) were stored in 95% ethanol once collected from the
trapper. All tanned skin and hair samples were stored in coin envelopes. Any tissue sample
received without ethanol or in a compromised state was immediately stored in the freezer to stop
decomposition. All PA samples were processed and genotyped from 2011-2015 at the Rocky
Mountain Research Station, Missoula, MT (Larkin et al. 2011). I received 16 DNA samples
(along with their genotypes) from this study for local standardization with our lab equipment and
protocols to ensure allele designations were the same as our in-house samples.
DNA Extraction and Amplification
I extracted DNA from tissue samples using the QIAGEN DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit and
protocol (Hilden, Germany). Tanned skin and hair samples followed the QIAGEN DNeasy
Blood & Tissue protocol modified by Rounsville (2018) to include 20 µl of DTT during cell
lysis and 3-6 hours of vacuum evaporation to increase DNA concentration due to the often-poor
quality and quantity of DNA in hair/tanned skin samples (Ojeda et al. 2011). Muscle, organ and
skin tissue samples were cut to ~3mm2 and hair samples consisted of 3-10 hairs with root
attached, cut off at ~2cm to ensure they did not extend past the sample tube (Stewart et al. 2012;
Ojeda et al. 2011). All DNA samples were quantified and diluted to a concentration of 10 ng/μl
using a ThermoFisher NanoDrop Lite spectrophotometer. PCR amplification was conducted at
nine microsatellite loci previously used by Dr. Jeff Larkin at Indiana University-Pennsylvania.
The primers we used for these 9 loci were developed by Davis and Strobeck (1998; Ma1 in
American marten), Duffey et al. (1998; Ggu101 in wolverine), Turner et al. (1998; Tt1 in
badgers), Abadia-Cardoso et al. (2017; Pv9 in grey seals), and Jordan et al. (2007; MP144,
MP175, MP197, MP200 and MP247 in fisher). These microsatellite loci were amplified using
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two multiplex reactions: A (MP144, Pv9, MP197, Ggu101, and MP247) and B (Tt1, MP200, and
MP175). The total reaction volume for each multiplex was 10 µl and contained 5 µl of 2X
Qiagen Multiplexing Master Mix (Germantown, MD), 100 nmol of each primer mix A and B,
and 20 ng of DNA template. Polymerase-chain reaction (PCR) protocols varied between robust
tissue samples and weak hair/tanned skin samples. For high quality tissue samples, PCR was run
at 1) 95°C for 15:00 min, 2) 94°C for 0:30 sec, 3) 57°C for 1:30 min, 4) 72°C for 1:00 min, 5)
repeat steps 2-4 29x, 6) 60°C for 30:00 min, and 7) hold at 12°C. Low quality hair samples were
run on a modified version of this PCR: 1) 95°C for 15:00 min, 2) 94°C for 0:30 sec, 3) 55°C for
1:30 min, 4) 72°C for 1:00 min, 5) repeat steps 2-4 44x, 6) 68°C for 30:00 min, and 7) hold at
12°C. Any samples that produced weak (<5 loci amplified) or no amplification were reanalyzed
or omitted from the study. The assembled genotypes were screened by MICRO-CHECKER (Van
Oosterhout et al. 2004) to address and remove any genotyping errors.
Population Genetic Structure Analysis
Fisher samples were given location assignments by which state the individual was harvested or
found. However, structure-based population assignment was conducted to determine the most
likely number of genetically distinct populations across all samples. A Bayesian analysis using
the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000, Falush et al. 2003, Falush et al. 2007) was
used to uncover the level of genetic population structure throughout this central-eastern region of
fisher in North America. We conducted 5 iterations testing a range of possible population
clusters (K = [1,7]) with a 1,000 repetition burnin followed by 10,000 Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) for the admixture model at each level of K assumed populations or genetic
groups. Outputs from this model were then analyzed by STRUCTURE Harvester (Earl and
vonHoldt 2012) to determine the most likely K, or number of distinct populations. The most
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likely K value was determined by identifying the K value with the highest likelihood and least
variability among iterations and by the highest ΔK (Evanno et al. 2005). This analysis was
applied to all samples to examine regional population structure and to just West Virginia samples
to determine any within-state structure. Additionally, 35 West Virginia samples were separated
by sex and assessed as male (n = 21) and female (n = 14) groups, as well as 331 Pennsylvania
samples assessed as male (n = 160) and female (n = 171) groups. Percentage analysis of each
individual combined with their location data was used to create a map of population percentage
by location per sample in ArcGIS Pro. Samples were given population A (red), B (green), or C
(blue) based on the highest population percentage of the three possible populations across all
four states. An admixture map was created for populations assigning at <0.8 and the top two
populations were combined to represent admixture as AB (orange), BC (green), AC (purple) as
well as samples assigning >0.8 as A (red), B (yellow), and C (blue). A second map was created
to represent population percentage per sample of only West Virginia samples. Private alleles in
the West Virginia population were identified through program GenAlEx v.6.503 (Peakall and
Smouse 2012).
Population structure was also assessed through a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA). I
used program GenAlEx v.6.503 (Peakall and Smouse 2012) to conduct a PCoA by first
calculating a Nei’s pairwise genetic distance matrix across all loci (Nei 1972). These genetic
distances were used to create a PCoA of all samples and another PCoA of just West Virginia
samples.
The next analysis was measuring the level of genetic differentiation between the different
states (FST), using the software FSTAT v.2.9.3 (Goudet 1995). Significance was assessed at α =
0.05. The FST value is the genetic variance of the subpopulations (different groups in the states)
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in relation to the total genetic variation (all populations together). High FST values indicate a high
degree of genetic differentiation between populations.

Results
The STRUCTURE analysis revealed three populations (K=3) across all populations and
three populations (K=3) within West Virginia (Figure 2). Across the region, there appears to be
three distinct populations (green, blue, and red; Figure 3A) with the “blue” population being
dominant in the WV samples. Within Pennsylvania, there is a high level of admixture between
red and green, with a small “red” pocket and about 1/3 of the PA samples assigning to the
“green” population. In the NY samples, there is an even mix of “red” and “blue” populations and
in NH the “red” cluster is dominant (Figure 3A). When these population clusters are mapped,
different geographical pockets of admixture are revealed (Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6). While all
three population clusters are found in each state, there is a clear pattern of source populations
(NY and NH) represented heavily in both WV and PA as “red” and “blue” populations. Both
West Virginia and New Hampshire share the “red” population as their highest percentage. West
Virginia is represented by 49% “red”, 30% “green” and 21% “blue” populations (Figure 4). In
New Hampshire, 62% is “red”, 23% is “green” and only 15% is “blue” (Figure 4). There is a
frequent occurrence (61%) of the “green” population in Pennsylvania (Figure 4). The PCoA
analysis across all four states did not reveal three clusters as expected from the STRUCTURE
result, but rather a drifting secondary cluster from a tight main cluster represented primarily by
Pennsylvania fisher (Figure 7A).
Individuals with a proportion of membership < 0.8 to a population were considered
admixed and were identified by the two populations with the highest proportion of membership
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(AB, BC, AC). West Virginia’s highest percent after incorporating admixture is C = 47.6%
followed by A = 23.8%, and the lowest is BC = 2.4% followed by AB = 3.6%. Pennsylvania’s
highest percent after admixture is B = 47.5% followed by A = 31.2% and the lowest is C = 0.6%
followed by AC = 2.4% and BC = 3.3%. New York’s highest percent after admixture is A =
36.4% followed by C = 27.3%, and the lowest is B and AC both at 4.5%. New Hampshire’s
highest percent after admixture is A = 53.8%, followed by B = 23.1% and both AB and C are at
0% (Table 1, Figure 6).
West Virginia appears to have three distinct populations (K = 3) with no apparent
correlation to geographical barriers (Figure 3B, Figure 7). The PCoA analyses also support
substructure within West Virginia, producing 3 clusters within the state (Figure 7B). West
Virginia has 5 private alleles across 9 loci when compared to all states (MP144-172, MP197209,-219, MP247-145, MA1-210). When West Virginia’s 35 samples were separated by sex, the
PCoA did not result in a clear clustering by sex. Pennsylvania’s 331 samples with sex
information also did not cluster by sex based on PCoA (Figure 8).
The highest FST value (i.e., highest genetic differentiation) between state populations is
New York-Pennsylvania (FST = 0.065), closely followed by New York-West Virginia (FST =
0.063; Table 2). The lowest genetic differentiation is between New York-New Hampshire (FST =
0.012, Table 2). All pairwise FST comparisons were significant (P < 0.05) except between New
York and New Hampshire (p = 0.142). The pairwise FST comparison between West Virginia and
New Hampshire was significant (FST = 0.0345, p-value =0.00833, alpha = 0.05; Table 2). Males
and females were not genetically distinct from each other in West Virginia (FST = 0.003,p = 0.15)
or Pennsylvania (FST = -0.001,p = 0.70).
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Discussion
West Virginia Population Structure
To recap, Stewart et al. (2017) stated that after an intended reintroduction event, there were three
likely hypotheses about the status of their reintroduced fisher population: 1) a successful
reintroduction occurred with one or more source populations present in contemporary samples,
2) inadvertent reinforcement, in which a previously undetected population was occupying the
area prior to reintroduction, indicated by unique alleles, or 3) natural recolonization, where the
contemporary fisher individuals are most related to adjacent fisher populations, without evidence
of their source populations. To address the first hypothesis, the single reintroduction to West
Virginia was supported by our population structure results since West Virginia and New
Hampshire share the same highest population of “red” at 49% and 61%, respectively. Therefore,
it is likely that today’s population reflects a successful reintroduction from New Hampshire.
West Virginia’s fisher population has significant substructure, revealing three populations
within the state. The recent reintroductions in West Virginia (1969: 23 founders) and
neighboring state Pennsylvania (1979: 30 founders, 1994-1998: 30 founders) are the recorded
contributors to the modern metapopulation of fisher in West Virginia, again supporting
successful reintroductions. However, it is possible that the smaller reintroduction sizes may have
produced genetic differences due to the founder’s effect (Excoffier et al. 2009). This result of
founder’s effect potentially occurred in each relocation event within West Virginia and
Pennsylvania from 1969 to 1998. These small founding populations may have contained highly
related individuals or very low allelic diversity due to sampling error. Thus, this could create
contemporary pockets of highly similar populations among other well-dispersing populations.
Populations may not be old enough to overcome the initial reduction of genetic diversity during
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translocation, and some populations do not overcome their initially low diversity at all (Habel
and Zachos 2013). The substructure observed in West Virginia is also supported by the PCoA
revealing 3 clusters (Figure 7.A). The areas of tight clustering represent relatively close genetic
distances between individuals, possible evidence of founder’s effect creating one or more of
these genetic “pockets” (Bray et al. 2010).
The second hypothesis presented by Stewart et al. (2017) of inadvertent reinforcement, or
a resurgence, of undetected individuals following a reintroduction is also supported since there
are 5 private alleles in the West Virginia population. This could be evidence of individuals
remaining (containing these 5 alleles) undetected in West Virginia, which the released
individuals bred with creating gene flow and quickly reestablishing the population.
According to the Allee effect, low reproductive rates tend to be correlated with low
population densities since it is harder to find mates. This may have influenced the initial release
of fisher to the state. The reintroduction of 23 individuals may have provided the necessary boost
in density to get past the Allee effect. Early reports following the 1969 reintroduction found that
the release of 15 individuals to Tucker, Co. led to significant expansion into the Monongahela
National Forest whereas there was no expansion from the 8 individuals released in Pocahontas
Co (Cromer 2002). It is possible there were no cryptic, undetected individuals in Pocahontas Co.
and thus no expansion without support of gene flow and connectivity, or that 8 released
individuals were not enough to overcome the Allee effect. However, it is very likely there were
cryptic, undetected individuals in Tucker Co., as well as the larger release number (n = 15)
providing the connectivity needed for significant expansion following the release. Also,
geographic mapping of the identified clusters in West Virginia does not reveal strong
geographical clustering (Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6). This supports evidence of remnant
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populations or founder’s effect from reintroductions present as contemporary population divides
across the sampled areas, without geographic clustering.
The last hypothesis of natural recolonization, where contemporary fisher individuals are
most related to adjacent fisher populations with limited evidence of their source populations, is
not strongly supported by my results. While natural recolonization may have occurred at a low
level with Pennsylvania and Maryland, it is more likely that the resurgence of fisher in the
Monongalia National Forest led to natural recolonization to these states, rather than from them.
This is supported by Maryland and southern Pennsylvania agencies attributing their
contemporary fisher populations to the 1969 West Virginia reintroduction, since expansion in
these areas was seen only after the reintroduction (personal communication, Rich Rogers,
WVDNR).
It is clear the representation of WV fisher does not encompass the entire state. Since the
first trapping season was opened for fisher in 1972, three years post release, the pattern of fisher
presence has remained the same (Figure 1, Figure 4). Wildlife biologists in West Virginia agree
that there is suitable habitat in other areas of the state, but without cryptic, remnant individuals in
these areas, the reintroduction was unable to support re-establishment such as in the Pocahontas
Co. release. The locations of samples tested in West Virginia correlate with the historic harvest
map, limited to north-central areas of West Virginia (Figure 1, Figure 4). It is possible there are
remnant fisher in other parts of West Virginia but trapping effort has yet to reveal this. Based on
direct and indirect communication with West Virginia trappers, although highly prized, trappers
do not spend a lot of time pursuing fishers. Most fisher trapped in West Virginia are incidental or
nontarget catches in sets originally intended for fox or coyote. Direct effort to survey fisher
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populations in other parts of the state may reveal additional distinct populations or a new source
of gene flow.

All States Population Structure
Across West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York and New Hampshire, there is significant
population structure, with 3 populations identified. This structure can also be attributed to the
previously mentioned historic reintroductions and likely represents founder’s effects from these
reintroductions. While we can see that historic introductions across mid-Atlantic fisher range
have remained viable, the presence of multiple populations at a single location and substantial
levels of admixture could also indicate resurgence of remnant individuals (Stewart et al. 2017,
Carr et al.2007). Evidence of fisher reintroduction success attributed to recolonization of
adjacent established populations, especially when local populations were considered extinct, has
been seen in North American fisher (Stewart et al 2017, Carr et al. 2007). For example, genetic
assessment of Algonquin Park reintroduced fisher populations found evidence of recolonization
from multiple sources, meaning multiple remnant populations survived the extirpation event of
the 1950’s in this area or natural recolonization occurred from multiple neighboring populations
(Carr et al. 2007). However, despite this trend in other reintroduced fisher populations, it appears
our West Virginia population was reestablished primarily by historic reintroductions with a
resurgence of remnant individuals driving gene flow and connectivity to neighboring states. One
would suspect if natural recolonization (established populations moving into the reintroduced
population) was playing a large role in the re-establishment of fisher in West Virginia,
established range would be larger throughout the state (south and southwestern regions; Figure
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1). Since this is not seen in the state, again I must conclude that the reintroduction event itself led
to re-establishment, aided by cryptic, remnant individuals near the Tucker Co. release site.
A visual confirmation of founder’s effect and reintroduction history across all four states
is the lack of strong geographic association to the genetic populations present in our total study
area (Figure 4). While the smaller reintroduction events (n =23, n = 30) may have contributed to
contemporary founder’s effect, there was also a very large event of 190 founding individuals
translocated to Pennsylvania. It is possible the large “green” population that is relatively
ubiquitous over the Pennsylvania range (Figure 4) is a result of this large reintroduction event.
This “green” population is the only indication of possible geographic distinction, since it mostly
persists in Pennsylvania; however, the “green” population can be found at minimal levels in all
other states sampled, indicating likely gene flow. This could be evidence of high habitat
suitability for fisher in Pennsylvania.
The clustering pattern of the PCoA across all states is not quite indicative of the 3population substructure that STRUCTURE supports, but it may reveal a more complex level of
structure (Figure 7B). Pennsylvania clusters very tightly with itself, while West Virginia, New
York and New Hampshire follow a broad band together. Again, this could be a result of that
large reintroduction event in Pennsylvania and high habitat suitability in the state. The tight
clustering of Pennsylvania could also be the result of the large sample size (n = 340). It should be
noted that separating West Virginia and Pennsylvania’s populations by sex did not indicate sexbiased dispersal.
Conclusion
Based on numerous previous fisher studies and general wildlife reintroduction assessments, West
Virginia’s fisher population has successfully established since translocation, likely driven by
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successful reintroductions and the resurgence of cryptic, remnant populations. The breadth of 3
distinct populations spread across four states is likely a result of founder events following
reintroductions. There could have also been remnant individuals/populations of fisher supporting
contemporary gene flow and connectivity within populations. Through these results, I have
uncovered an eastern-central metapopulation, shaped by historic translocation events that
provided founding genetic diversity to three contemporary population groups.
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Chapter 3 Maximizing Genetic Diversity of Reintroduction Events
Introduction
Assessments of genetic diversity are the “snapshot” of genetic conservation status of an
individual or population. Studies that measure genetic diversity typically assess observed and
expected heterozygosity, allele number, number of effective alleles, and inbreeding coefficient
(Gallardo-Alvarez et al. 2019). The importance of heterozygosity is the potential for immediate
adaptive response by maintaining or increasing observed heterozygosity of a population (Neel
and Cummings. 2003). These “snapshots” can be key in determining the success or progress of a
reintroduction project. When populations are small, they become susceptible to extinction via
demographic stochasticity, inbreeding and environmental fluctuations (Komers and Curman
2000). We know that populations tend to lose diversity if a small number of individuals are used
as founders for reintroductions. These small populations, due to random events (e.g., die-offs) or
sampling error (very few individuals translocated), can also lead to founder’s effect resulting in
low allelic diversity. This is a concern for the founding individuals translocated for
reintroduction events which typically start as a small population (Nei et al. 1975). In West
Virginia, the fisher reintroduction consisted of one event of 23 individuals released in two West
Virginia locations (Pocahontas Co. and Tucker Co.). Therefore, this chapter aims to measure the
success of West Virginia’s fisher reintroduction in 1969 of 23 individuals to the approximate
1000-2000 individuals in the state today using current genetic data and diversity assessments
(personal communication, Rich Rogers, WVDNR).
Based on numerous reintroduction studies, there are typical variables of reintroductions
assessed to deem if the reintroduction is successful. The first and most typical is that a
translocation or reintroduction event is a success if it results in a self-sustaining population
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(Griffith et al 1989). A key to population growth towards a self-sustaining population is a large
initial founding population. In general, many founders, low environmental variation, and access
to refugia enhance reintroduction success across species (Clark et al. 2002). Additionally, low
intraspecific competition and high rates of population increase with low population variance led
to successful reintroductions (Griffith et al. 1989).
Secondly, from a genetics perspective, a successful reintroduction needs to avoid inbreeding
depression and maintain a certain level of fitness to achieve the status of a self-sustaining
population (Ewing et al. 2007). Inbreeding depression is the reduced survival and fertility of
offspring of related individuals and results in an excess of homozygosity which can leave a
population susceptible to deleterious mutations and overdominance (Charlesworth and Willis.
2009). However, when small numbers of individuals are reintroduced, the new population will
generally have lower genetic diversity and not be representative of the source population’s gene
pool (Stockwell et al. 1996). Notably, many studies attribute genetic diversity (e.g., expected
heterozygosity (HE)) of a reintroduced population as the measurable indicator of a reintroduction
success, often with the goal of maintained or higher genetic diversity than the source population
(Sasmal et al. 2012, Jameison 2009, King et al. 2012). This is where a periodic, long-term
assessment of genetic diversity post-reintroduction is encouraged nearly unanimously across
studies (Ewing et al. 2007, Greenhorn et al. 2018, Stewart et al. 2017, Sasmal et al. 2012,
Stockwell et al. 1996)
Thirdly, another consideration is connectivity and natural recolonization to augment, or in
some cases support, rapid population growth post reintroduction. Typically, reintroductions are
conducted in areas perceived as highly isolated, but natural recolonization is possible when
systems demonstrate contemporary or near-future functional connectivity with adjacent
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populations (Stewart et al. 2017). Areas that may be considered extirpated could have a high
propensity for natural recolonization following small population augmentation (via
reintroductions), reconnecting metapopulations and leading to high population growth post
reintroduction (Griffith et al. 1989, Stewart et al. 2017). When considering population
fragmentation, long-term persistence is dependent on the recolonization of vacant patches of
habitat following periodic local extinctions, which can be augmented with translocations (Clark
et al. 2002).
Finally, the success of a reintroduction can look vastly different across species. However,
since fisher are one of the most-widely reintroduced species in North America, we have much
evidence regarding fisher behavior and demographics post-translocation (Drew et al. 2003).
Across most fisher reintroductions, subsequent population growth and establishment of fisher
into an ecosystem have often countered traditional expectations of a reintroduction. Stewart et al.
(2017) studied the reintroduced population of fisher translocated from Manitoba and Ontario,
and released in Alberta’s Cooking Lake Moraine (CLM). It was assumed this release of
individuals to CLM after 50 years of extirpation in most parts of Alberta founded the
contemporary CLM population. However, after genotyping 147 CLM fisher, Stewart et al.
(2017) found their CLM fisher were more highly related to populations further north than their
source translocation individuals. This inspired further investigation of other fisher
reintroductions in North America with genetic studies to measure reintroduction success, and
Stewart et al. (2017) found that 47% of the time, genetic testing changed the status of a
reintroduction as “successful” to an ambiguous contribution from the translocated individuals.
This “ambiguous” status was even given to West Virginia’s reintroduced fisher population after
genetic assessment by Williams et al. (2000), where an allozyme-based assessment was used to
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compare contemporary West Virginia fisher to their source population. Another interesting result
is from Greenhorn et al. (2018) studying population structure of fisher 10 years after
recolonization in Ontario, Canada, to determine if homogenization among genetic clusters and
northward migration had continued following recolonization. Surprisingly, there were no
significant upper-level genetic structure changes towards homogenization, but they did find
evidence of low-level genetic structure and a decrease of migration. Thirdly, Vinkey. et al.
(2006) took a closer look at the fisher population erroneously thought to be extirpated from the
northern Rockies, which led to five translocations of fisher to the Rockies between 1959 and
1991, resulting in a mix of native and introduced genetics. Reintroductions of fisher tend to act
more as augmentations in areas with adjacent fisher populations, reconnecting the historical
metapopulations of fisher in some cases.
While small reintroductions can lead to concerns of founder’s effects and inbreeding, if a
reintroduction is actually an augmentation of a cryptic population, introgressing genes from
genetically distinct populations can sometimes be problematic (Tallmon et al. 2004). This is a
common critique of genetic rescue (i.e., the introduction of immigrants to a population with the
intention of improving fitness and alleviating inbreeding depression of a population) (Boher et al.
2005) due to concerns about augmentation/genetic rescue actually leading to outbreeding
depression and driving down fitness (Tallmon et al 2004). An extreme example of this occurred
when different subspecies of ibex were introduced to aid the recovery of an ibex population in
Czechoslovakia, only for the resulting hybrid ibex to birth their calves too early, causing the
entire population to disappear (Tempelton 1986).
As mentioned, West Virginia’s reintroduction has been briefly reviewed using genetic
data. Williams et al. (2000) examined four successful fisher reintroductions, including West
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Virginia’s. Their study collected 18 fisher samples from the state and analyzed 20 allozyme loci,
with results of 1.2 alleles/locus, 0.038 heterozygosity/locus and 0 unique alleles. Williams et al.
(2000) discovered significant differences in allele frequencies between New Hampshire (source
population) and West Virginia.
Objectives
The objectives of this chapter are to assess the genetic diversity of the West Virginia
fisher population and compare it to PA, NY, and NH populations. I will use microsatellite data
across the contemporary population of West Virginia fisher to determine genetic diversity and to
identify existing vulnerabilities.
Methods
DNA Extraction and Amplification
The same overall methods for DNA extraction and amplification mentioned in Chapter 2 were
also used for this chapter. All samples were amplified at the same nine loci for both Chapters 2
and 3.
Population Diversity
Genetic diversity for all states was analyzed using the program GENEPOP v.4.2 (Rousset 2008)
to determine levels of expected (HE) and observed (HO) heterozygosity of the populations and
whether these values indicate a deviation from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). These HE
and HO values arise from exact Hardy-Weinberg tests of each locus in each population for which
a null hypothesis (random union of gametes) is tested. Both values represent genetic diversity, a
measure of genetic variation in a population (Weir 1996), and will be one of our estimates of
genetic diversity in each state. I also determined allelic richness of each state population with
genotype data in program GENEPOP. Significance of genetic diversity measures between West
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Virginia and New Hampshire populations was assessed with the Analysis Tool Pak add-on in
Microsoft Excel using t-test of paired two sample for means, with each locus being a paired
comparison.
Effective Population Size
Effective population size (Ne) was calculated using the linkage disequilibrium method as
implemented in the software NeEstimator V2.1 (Do et al. 2014).Effective population size
represents the number of individuals genetically contributing to the next generation and is often
less than the census population size. This variable is estimated using 10-20 microsatellite loci
and samples of at least 25-50 individuals when the effective population size is less than 500
(Luikart et al. 2010). Effective population size was estimated for each state.
Bottleneck Analysis
Due to the small number of individuals (n = 23) reintroduced to West Virginia, I used
program BOTTLENECK (Piry et al. 1999) to determine if the West Virginia population recently
experienced a bottleneck. This program measures the expected heterozygosity distribution for all
populations and loci under an assumption of mutation-drift equilibrium. The program was set to
only calculate loci with allele frequencies greater than 0.02 using the Wilcoxon one-tailed test
for heterozygote deficiency under a stepwise-mutation model.
Results
Six out of the nine microsatellite loci were out of HWE for West Virginia, based on the
significance value α = 0.05. The 6 loci out of HWE all had a homozygote excess (Table 3). Only
three of the nine loci were out of HWE in New Hampshire. The allelic richness (Ar) for all nine
microsatellite loci of West Virginia samples ranged from 2.20 to 4.31, with a mean of 3.41
(Table 3). The range of HO for West Virginia is 0.106-0.740, with a mean of 0.495. The range of
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HE (gene diversity) for West Virginia is 0.115-0.733, with a mean of 0.560. The average HO and
HE for New Hampshire are 0.490 and 0.623, respectively (Table 3). These values were not
significantly different for HO (p = 0.923) between West Virginia and New Hampshire, but were
significant for HE (p = 0.046). Genetic diversity measures in West Virginia were similar to those
observed in neighboring states.
The effective population size (Ne) for West Virginia was estimated to be 94.5 with a 95%
confidence interval by Jackknife of 83.4 to infinity. The Ne for New Hampshire is -14.2 with a
95% CI of 123.7 to infinity. The upper confidence intervals of infinity and the negative effective
population size for New Hampshire is likely due to small sample size. The estimated effective
population size for Pennsylvania (Ne = 108.5 (95% CI: 84.7-141.2)) is likely to be the most
accurate due to its large sample size. The estimated effective population size for West Virginia is
not significantly different from Pennsylvania. However, there was evidence for a significant
recent bottleneck in West Virginia’s fisher population (p = 0.014; Table 4).

Discussion
The fisher population of West Virginia today is primarily the result of reintroduction
translocations between 1969-1998 that brought new individuals from New Hampshire to West
Virginia, where fisher had been extirpated. It is clear recolonization and migration are typically
recorded post fisher reintroductions (Stewart et al. 2017, Vinkey et al. 2006), which likely led
this central-northeastern population to its contemporary population size across West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and parts of New York and New Hampshire today (Larkin et al. 2011). However,
uncertainty remained about whether the 1969 reintroduction of 23 fisher to West Virginia to start
a contemporary fisher population in this historic range was successful.
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A self-sustaining population is typically synonymous with a successful reintroduction.
West Virginia fisher are estimated to be 1000-2000 individuals contemporarily, with about 100
individuals harvested in the state each year (Williams et al. 2000, personal communication, Rich
Rogers, WVDNR). Additionally, the effective population size (Ne) is estimated at 94.5
individuals in West Virginia (Table 4). The observed ratio of effective population size and
census population size (Ne/N) has been found to be 10-20%, and when census size is unknown
typically 10% is assumed (Frankham 2009). Thus, with Ne = 94.5 we can estimate the census
population to be N = 945, close to the low end of the estimated range of fisher in West Virginia.
Since the extirpation of fisher from West Virginia by 1912, and a single reintroduction event of
23 individuals, there is now an estimated 1000-2000 individuals of this self-sustaining
population, supported by Ne estimates. Consecutive, yearly trapper harvest opened since 1972
also provides evidence of a self-sustaining population (Lesser and Cromer 2015).
The other important consideration when determining whether a reintroduction is
successful are reports of genetic diversity inherent in a population. West Virginia’s average HE
(gene diversity) is 0.56, compared to New Hampshire’s average gene diversity of 0.623 (Table
3). While the observed heterozygosity (HO) was not significantly different, the expected diversity
(HE) in West Virginia, which is our report of gene diversity, was significantly lower than New
Hampshire (p = 0.045). Thus, the gene diversity of the reintroduced West Virginia population is
significantly different than its source population from New Hampshire, contemporarily (Table
3). Loss of genetic diversity may occur from 1) the extinction of alleles due to sampling in small
populations, 2) inbreeding causing a reduction of heterozygosity by distributing gene diversity
among homozygous individuals and populations) or 3) selection favoring one allele at the cost of
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others leading to fixation, which in our case is unlikely since microsatellites are neutral markers
(Frankham

et al. 2002, Allendorf and Luikart 2007).

The first reason, extinction of alleles due to sampling in small populations, can be
supported by the evidence of a bottleneck in West Virginia. This was one of our hypotheses, that
this population, founded by 23 individuals with no genetic information or comparison during
sampling, has resulted in a founder’s effect for this now large and relatively established
population. This evidence of bottleneck does not necessarily condemn the West Virginia
population; many genetic studies with temporal components found that significant changes in
genetic diversity occur in wild populations over relatively short time periods (Greenhorn et al.
2018). However, it is likely the continued migration into the West Virginia population from other
nearby populations has helped to combat this bottleneck effect.
The second reason, that inbreeding has caused a reduction in heterozygosity, may be
related to the many loci that are out of HWE in West Virginia (Table 3). Deviations in HWE
indicate a population is not a large random mating population at equilibrium and may be subject
to selection, genetic drift or migration. Thus, our 6 out of 9 loci deviations from HWE, all with
homozygous excess, in West Virginia could be a result of a violation of these assumptions of
equilibrium, or possibly due to sampling error such as selection bias, population stratification or
genotyping error (Namopashaki et al. 2015). However, MICROCHECKER was run on the
genotype data with no concerning alleles so genotyping error is unlikely in our case. A
population is in HWE when there is no migration (gene flow), no natural selection, no mutation,
each member of the population is equally likely to breed, the population is infinitely large, and
there is full random mating (Smith and Baldwin. 2015). Therefore, any one of these reasons
could be violated in the West Virginia population, for example gene flow between neighboring
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populations, the presence of multiple genetic populations (i.e., Wahlund effect) or the presence
of inbreeding, causing the West Virginia population to deviate from HWE. The small population
size (n =23) of individuals translocated during the reintroduction combined with contemporary
effective population size estimates (Ne=94) may be a significant contributor to the deviations in
HWE seen by 6 of the 9 loci in this population.
It is possible this loss of gene diversity from the source New Hampshire population
(HE=0.623) to West Virginia (HE=0.56) is due to one or more of these reasons. While we can see
a reduction in gene diversity from the population our reintroduction was sourced from over 50
years ago, in general the HE=0.56 in West Virginia supports a high level of gene diversity for
fisher (Tucker et al. 2012, Lucid et al. 2019, Greenhorn et al. 2018). Similar gene diversity is
seen in the Pennsylvania population (HE=0.548) which can be indicative of West Virginia and
Pennsylvania level of gene flow and recolonization by the same remnant population(s). This can
be supported by Pennsylvania agencies reporting expansion of fisher in the southern portion of
the state following the West Virginia reintroduction. Also, the higher level of gene diversity for
New Hampshire and New York support why these populations are maintained as source
populations for several North American fisher reintroductions to Wisconsin, West Virginia,
Connecticut, and Pennsylvania (Williams et. al 2000, Drew et al. 2003, Hapeman et al. 2011).
The final measure of genetic diversity comes from the allelic richness results. Allelic
richness (AR) is a measure of genetic diversity indicative of a population's long-term potential for
persistence and adaptability (Greenbaum et al. 2014). West Virginia’s allelic richness (A=3.409)
is closer to that of New Hampshire (A=3.452) than neighboring state Pennsylvania (A=3.262),
possibly representing the single reintroduction to West Virginia from New Hampshire, versus the
multiple reintroductions from New York and one from New Hampshire to Pennsylvania. Since
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none of the allelic richness reports are significantly different from each other, allelic richness can
be considered similar across all four states and has not been impacted negatively either by
extirpation, reintroductions or recolonization.
While the effective population size (Ne) for West Virginia fisher at 94.5 may support a
self-sustaining population, it is important to recognize several variables can affect Ne. Variables
such as spatial dispersion, breeding sex ratio, and fluctuating population size can influence Ne
and Ne can also predict the extinction risk of a population (Luikart et al. 2010). This Ne = 94.5 is
above the “50” individuals needed to avoid inbreeding depression but below the “500” needed to
maintain long-term evolutionary potential from the 50/500 rule associated with Ne. Franklin
(1980) proposed the 50/500 rule for minimum viable population (MVP). Being at risk for not
maintaining long-term evolutionary potential does not discredit the evidence of a contemporary
self-sustaining population in West Virginia. However, a larger sample size could reveal a more
accurate Ne for the West Virginia fisher population. The effective population size of New
Hampshire is negative (Ne = -14.2), and therefore cannot be interpreted. This is due to the very
small sample size (N = 13, N < 50). The Ne for Pennsylvania (Ne = 109), and New York (Ne=31)
are also under the long-term “500” threshold. Additionally, this comparable Ne between West
Virginia and Pennsylvania helps combat the possible impact of a bottleneck.
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Chapter 4: Management Implications
Managing a reintroduced population is crucial to ensure the efforts of the reintroduction result in
a self-sustaining population (Griffith et al. 1989). Typically, managers are looking for a selfsustaining population in terms of demographics and population size. The reintroduction of fisher
in West Virginia by the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources (WVDNR) occurred in the
winter of 1969 following the decades long extirpation of the species from the states since 1912
(Lesser and Cromer 2015). Since the reintroduction, WVDNR considered this an established
population of fisher with approximately 1000-2000 individuals and evidence of expansion into
neighboring states Pennsylvania and Maryland (personal communication, Rich Rogers,
WVDNR). The expansion within the state occurred largely from the Tucker Co. release of 15
individuals where rapid expansion into the Monongahela National Forest occurred, and little to
no expansion occurred at the Pocahontas Co. release of 8 individuals (Cromer 2002, Figure 1).
However, WVDNR managers recognized the need to assess the genetic status of this
reintroduced fisher population and moved forward with this study. In the previous chapters, I
discussed the results of genetic analysis of 459 fisher samples from West Virginia (n = 87),
Pennsylvania (n = 340), New York (n = 22) and New Hampshire (n = 13). Significant results are
that there are three genetic populations across all four states and three genetic populations in
West Virginia (Figure 4, Figure 5). The genetic diversity of West Virginia’s samples are
significantly less (p = 0.046) than the diversity of New Hampshire, the source population for
West Virginia’s reintroduction. Additionally, the location and sample size of individuals released
to Tucker. Co. resulted in the contemporary re-establishment of fisher in the state, but the result
of 5 private alleles is evidence for cryptic, remnant individuals, which persisted unobserved by
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managers, resurging only after the reintroduction event. There is not a significant genetic
difference between male and females sampled in this study.
Based on numerous previous fisher studies and general wildlife reintroduction
assessments, West Virginia’s fisher population has successfully established since translocation,
likely driven by successful reintroductions and the resurgence of cryptic, remnant individuals.
The breadth of three distinct populations spread across four states is likely a result of founder
events following reintroductions. Thus, it is not necessary to manage the fisher as three separate
populations, but rather to recognize they were founded from historical reintroductions. There
could have also been remnant individuals/populations of fisher supporting contemporary gene
flow and connectivity within populations. Through these results, I have uncovered an easterncentral metapopulation, shaped by historic translocation events that provided founding genetic
diversity to three contemporary population groups.
Our goal was to determine if this reintroduction was successful, based on contemporary
genetic diversity of the West Virginia population. The evidence supports that West Virginia’s
population has captured some genetic diversity but does not exceed the source population’s
diversity following the 1969 reintroduction, which by some reports may consider the
reintroduction “unsuccessful” (Excoffier et al. 2009). However, since evidence of the New
Hampshire population persists in West Virginia based on population distinctions, this
reintroduction should be considered successful (Stewart et al. 2017). Since West Virginia has
significantly lower gene diversity than New Hampshire, the 23 individuals that were translocated
in 1969 may not have captured the full genetic diversity of New Hampshire at the time. The
diversity we do see is possibly augmented by remnant populations in the state and migration
from nearby states (Stewart et al. 2017), but appears to represent the historic reintroduction
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events of the study area. It is unlikely the diversity sampled in this population today is solely
from the 23 individuals released in 1969. The reality is that migration, gene flow and natural
recolonization was able to support a metapopulation founded on reintroduction events from
1969-1998 in West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Most reintroduction studies emphasize the need
for continued genetic monitoring to ensure long-term population viability (Ewing et al. 2007,
Greenhorn et al. 2018, Stewart et al. 2017, Sasmal et al. 2012, Stockwell et al. 1996). That is still
true in this case. While we now have a much better understanding of what the contemporary
genetic diversity looks like 50 years after reintroductions, reporting any loss of diversity as it
happens is the best way to combat long-term negative effects such as inbreeding depression. This
“snapshot” of genetic diversity gives evidence that fisher reintroductions can result in relatively
ambiguous contemporary populations, but continued monitoring will likely reveal when/if the
population needs further augmentation (Stewart et al. 2017, Williams et al. 2000). At this time, it
does not appear augmentation is necessary, but the strong evidence of a recent bottleneck and
significantly lower diversity from the source population could be used as a jumping point to
consider translocations to West Virginia in the future.
If augmentation is considered, I suggest following the evidence of the 1969
reintroduction to determine how many individuals and where in the state to conduct
reintroductions/translocations. The release of 15 individuals in Tucker Co. resulted in rapid
expansion whereas 8 individuals released in Pocahontas Co. resulted in no expansion or
contemporary establishment of that area (Figure 1). Many studies point to initial size released to
be greatly influential on the success of a reintroduction (Griffith et al. 1989, Kromers and
Curman 2000, Clark et al. 2002). Another consideration is the Allee effect, which results when
very few individuals are around for mating which reduces the rate of reproduction and lowers
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genetic diversity. I suggest at least 15 individuals, but recommend the highest number possible,
be released at one site during a future augmentation. Since there was no significant difference
between males and females sampled, it should not be high priority to obtain more of one sex than
the other for an augmentation. The level of relatedness was only significant between New York
and New Hampshire, thus an augmentation from Pennsylvania, New York or New Hampshire to
West Virginia should not have concern for being highly related to contemporary West Virginia
fisher. Additionally, we have evidence of cryptic, remnant individuals persistent during the 1969
reintroduction. For this reason, I suggest pursuing fisher surveys throughout the state. Any
evidence of fisher existing, even through reported observations, could provide additional
breeding individuals needed to re-establish populations and combat the Allee effect in new areas
of the state.
Fisher are back in West Virginia after continent-wide range constriction and extirpations.
The fisher is a harvested furbearer in the state, though primarily limited to the northeastern part
of the state (Figure 1). Restoring fisher populations to original range of the entire state (Lewis et
al. 2012) would be a reasonable goal. With careful survey and record data, it might be possible to
introduce new augmentation efforts. Since West Virginia’s fisher genetic diversity is lower than
its source population, it should also be a top priority to assess any potential individuals for
translocation for genetic diversity and relatedness to the current West Virginia population. This
is to ensure genetic diversity is maximized in the state for species viability and the greatest longterm evolutionary potential. Other factors such as public perception and habitat suitability will
also need to be assessed before a translocation can occur.
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Tables

Table 1. Percentages of admixture per population when measured as 0.8 or higher (A, B, C), and
any sample measuring under 0.8, admixture measured as the next top two populations (AB, BC,
AC).

A

AB

B

West Virginia
Pennsylvania

23.8%
31.2%

3.6%
15.1%

11.9%
47.5%

New York
New Hampshire

36.4%
53.8%

13.6%
0.0%

4.5%
23.1%

BC

C

AC

2.4%
3.3%

47.6%
0.6%

10.7%
2.4%

13.6%
7.7%

27.3%
0.0%

4.5%
15.4%

Table 2 FST pairwise analysis of sample populations from 4 geographically inferred fisher
populations. Shaded cells indicated associated p-values with an alpha of 0.05. Significance
denoted with “*”. Values above the diagonal are the FST value, and values below the diagonal are
associated p-values (alpha = 0.05).
West Virginia
West Virginia
Pennsylvania
New York
New Hampshire

Pennsylvania
0

0.008*
0.008*
0.008*

0.008*
0.008*

New York
New Hampshire
0.036
0.060
0.035
0
0.064
0.038
0
0.013
0.142
0

Table 3 Genetic diversity measured as observed heterozygosity (HO) and expected
heterozygosity (HE) per locus per state population from program GENEPOP. Locus results with
(*) indicate the locus is out of Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). Allelic richness (Ar) per
locus and population based on minimum sample size of 8 diploid individuals from program
GENEPOP.
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West Virginia
Locus
MP144
Pv9
MP197
Ggu101
MP247
MA1
Tt1
MP200
MP175
Overall

HO
0.558*
0.579*
0.553*
0.615*
0.224*
0.606*
0.106
0.474
0.740
0.495

HE
0.616
0.580
0.547
0.673
0.677
0.685
0.115
0.410
0.733
0.560

Pennsylvania
A
3.130
3.792
3.094
3.732
4.311
3.462
2.201
3.030
3.931
3.409

HO
0.592
0.411
0.554*
0.586
0.229*
0.664*
0.122
0.467*
0.689
0.479

HE
0.638
0.420
0.577
0.614
0.589
0.673
0.120
0.590
0.710
0.548

A
3.997
2.156
3.164
3.659
4.038
3.457
1.73
3.055
4.099
3.262

New York
HO
0.425*
0.611*
0.641
0.449
0.306*
0.722
0.071*
0.438
0.532
0.466

HE
0.640
0.757
0.543
0.471
0.723
0.714
0.356
0.467
0.817
0.610

New H
A
4.705
4.846
2.000
3.857
4.000
3.907
1.800
2.000
3.953
3.452

Table 4. Effective population size (Ne) for each state and relative sample sizes (n) reported from
linkage disequilibrium estimation at a lowest allele frequency of 0.02 with 95% confidence
intervals (CI).

Ne
n

West Virgina

Pennsylvania

New York

New Hampshire

94.5 (83.4-∞)
87

108.5 (84.7-141.2)
340

30.9(12.1-∞)
22

-14.2(-94.6-∞)
13
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HO
0.31*
0.857*
0.548
0.762
0*
0.607
0.100
0.476
0.750
0.490

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figures

Figure 1. West Virginia county map representing the cumulative number of fishers harvested by
WV trappers by county from 1972 to 2021. Sourced from West Virginia Division of Natural
Resources (WVDNR).
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Figure 2. Graphic representation of estimated probability of data for each K value. A) Logarithm
probability of K for within WV samples and C) across all samples (WV, PA, NY, NH) together.
B) Delta K within WV samples and D) across all samples.
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Figure 3. Individual memberships to clusters identified based on genetic data. A) Results from
all four states (WV, PA, NY, NH) based on K = 3. B) Results limited to only WV samples based
on K = 3.
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Figure 4. ArcGIS Pro map of all samples with location information (n = 459). Colored dots
represent population percentage results from STRUCTURE. Samples were given population A
(red), B (green), or C (blue) based on the highest population percentage of the three possible
populations.
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Figure 5. ArcGIS Pro map of West Virginia samples with location information (n = 87). Colored
dots represent population percentage results from STRUCTURE. Samples were given population
A (pink), B (green), or C (light blue) based on the highest population percentage of the three
possible populations.
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Figure 6. ArcGIS Pro map of all samples with location information (n = 459). Colored circles
represent admixture population percentage results from STRUCTURE. Samples were given pure
population A (red), B (yellow), or C (blue) based on >0.8 population percentage of the three
STRUCTURE populations. Samples with <0.8 percentage were given combined of top two
percentage represented as squares with AB (orange), BC (green), or AC (purple).
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Figure 7. Graphic results of a Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) from the GenAlEx
package for Microsoft Excel. The principal coordinates optimize the representation of the
squared pairwise distances between individuals A) across all states and B) within WV.
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Figure 8. Graphic results of a Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) from the GenAlEx
package for Microsoft Excel. The principal coordinates optimize the representation of the
squared pairwise distances between sexes (Female or Male) within A) Pennsylvania B) West
Virginia.
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